It is now well established that at a superconductor/ferromagnet (S/F) interface an unconventional superconducting state arises in which the pairing is odd-frequency. The hallmark signature of this superconducting state is generally understood to be an enhancement of the electronic density of states (DoS) at subgap energies close to the S/F interface. However, here we show that an odd frequency state can be present even if the DoS is fully gapped. As an example, we show that this is the case in the pioneering S/FI (where FI is a insulating ferromagnet) tunneling experiments of Meservey and Tedrow, and we derive a generalized analytical criterium to describe the effect of odd-frequency pairing on the DoS. Finally, we propose a simple experiment in which odd-frequency pairing in a Zeeman-split superconductor can be unambiguously detected via the application of an external magnetic field.
magnetic-dependent subgap enhancement of the local superconducting DoS in Nb 21 and STM studies on all-oxide half-metallic F/S bilayers demonstrate subgap enhancements in the superconducting DoS on both the F 22 and S 23 side of the S/F interface. Other properties of odd-frequency pairing, such as its effect on spin-susceptibility 24 , its Meissner response 25 , and even its appearance in Bose-Einstein condensates 26 , topological insulators and graphene 27, 28 , and multiband systems 29 , have recently garnered attention.
In this article, we show that an odd-frequency state can persist even when the DoS is fully gapped. This surprising finding has important consequences, most especially at a fundamental level where the identification of odd-frequency pairing via DoS experiments is an area of current focus. The majority of experiments that provide evidence for triplet pairing involve have tended to involve measuring Josephson supercurrents in S/F/S junctions containing some form of engineered magnetic inhomogeneity 30 or transition temperature measurements of superconducting spin-valves 31 . Here we report three main results: first, we show that Zeeman-split superconductors 32 are an example of a system in which odd-frequency pairing is present despite the fully gapped DoS; secondly, we derive a general analytical criterium for when odd-frequency pairing is present without causing an enhancement of the low-energy DoS; thirdly, we propose a straightforward experiment in which the existence of odd-frequency pairing in a Zeeman-split superconductor can be unambiguously demonstrated and in which spin-polarized triplet Cooper pairs can be generated via the application of a magnetic field. Since there is currently great interest in various forms of unconventional superconductivity as manifested in the systems mentioned above, where odd-frequency pairing will be present, our findings of how the odd-frequency superconducting state is experimentally manifested therefore bear upon a range of different physical systems. Specifically, our results are of importance with regard to the interpretation of the presence or absence of a zero-bias conductance peak, which is usually taken to be one of the hallmark signatures for unconventional superconducting pairing.
Results
We demonstrate this effect in a simple model system: a Zeeman-split s-wave superconductor in the low-temperature limit where  T T c . This system may be realized in a thin-film superconductor with an in-plane applied magnetic field 32 . We are thus first considering a single superconducting film in the presence of an external magnetic field, i.e. without any proximity effect to a ferromagnetic material. The induced exchange field splits the DoS for the spin-species which allows for the presence of a superconducting state below the Clogston-Chandrasekhar 33 
, where Δ 0 is the superconducting gap at T = 0. By considering the diffusive limit which is relevant experimentally, the Green's function ĝ describing this setup may be computed using the quasiclassical theory 34 . The basic assumption underlying the quasiclassical approach is that the Fermi wavelength is by far the smallest length scale in the problem, or conversely that the Fermi energy is much larger than other energy scales such as the superconducting gap and the exchange field. It is known to give a very satisfactory description of the induced triplet pairing in superconducting systems 35 . To find the Green's function in the diffusive limit, we solve the Usadel 36 equation:
Here, … − [ ] denotes a commutator, ε is the quasiparticle energy, Δ 0 is the superconducting gap, h S is the induced exchange field, and the matrices inside the commutator are: . This allows us to write down the following explicit expression for the anomalous Green's functions, which in the limit
We emphasize that the triplet component is odd in frequency whereas the singlet component has a conventional BCS pairing correlation. In general, however, f t remains finite. Although this may seem paradoxical, STM measurements on Zeeman-split superconductors by Meservey and Tedrow 32 demonstrated that the DoS remains fully gapped at low energies with a zero DoS whereas the BCS coherence peak is split in two. At the same time, the signature of odd-frequency pairing in superconductor/ferromagnet structures has previously been shown to be an enhancement of the low-energy DoS, both on the F and S side, resulting in some cases in large zero-bias conductance peaks 17, 37 . From Eq. (4) it is clear that f t is finite across the entire energy range ε > 0 despite the fact that the normalized DoS  is equal to zero in the low-energy regime. In fact, f t grows substantially in magnitude as one approaches the excitation energies corresponding to the first spin-split peak ε ≡ ∆ − h h , but the DoS remains zero. We illustrate this graphically in Fig. 1 where the odd-frequency pairing amplitude is  = f t 2 . This means that odd-frequency pairing does not necessarily result in an enhancement of the DoS as generally believed.
Analytical criterium for enhanced subgap density of states due to odd-frequency pairing. In order, therefore, to distinguish between the odd and even frequency components in the DoS of a Zeeman split superconductor, it is neccesary to enhance the spectral weight of the odd frequency component. We now proceed to show that the physics controlling this behavior lies in whether the singlet and triplet components are in-phase or out-of-phase. The DoS  may be computed in the standard way by taking the real part of the normal part of the Green's function, which in our notation gives (ε) = ∑ . σ σ c Re{ } 1 2 In order to establish a direct relation between the DoS and the anomalous Green's function, and thus the pairing symmetry realized in the superconductor, we use that
due to the normalization condition for the components of the Green's function ĝ. As long as − ≠ ↑ ↓ c c 0, meaning that the density of states is not spin-degenerate (which in particular is valid at all energies ε for the system considered presently) we may then write: Instead, a requirement is placed on the relative phase between the singlet and triplet pairing correlations in the system. To see this clearly, consider our specific system of a Zeeman-split superconductor. Using . The axis for  has been inverted in the plot to avoid overlap with the DoS.
Scientific RepoRts | 5:15483 | DOi: 10.1038/srep15483 the previously derived expressions for σ c , it is seen that σ c is purely imaginary below the first spin-split peak in Fig. 1 , i.e. at ε < ε h . From the fundamental definition of the DoS, this immediately implies that there should be no available quasiparticle states in this energy interval (as also seen in Fig. 1) . Thus, the density of states is exactly zero in this energy regime. We are now in a position to show that this happens even in the presence of strong odd-frequency pairing. Using that σ c has no real component (zero DoS), we obtain the final result for the density of states at energies ε < ε h :
The above equation expresses a crucial piece of information: when f t and f s are both real or both imaginary, hereafter referred to as in-phase, (ε) = 0 regardless of the magnitude of f t . Conversely, in order for the presence of odd-frequency pairing f t to yield an enhancement of the DoS, it needs to be out-of-phase with the singlet component f s . We underline that Eq. (6) is valid when (ε) = 0, demonstrating that the density of states vanishes when f t and f s are in-phase.
Our result is consistent with previous measurements on ferromagnet/superconductor (F/S) bilayer system 19 . In this case, odd-frequency correlations are also present and are known to be out-of-phase with the singlet component 35 . This leads to an alternating enhancement and suppression of (ε) as one varies the junction width L, since the relative phase varies with L. The new insight gained from the present derivation is that odd-frequency pairing in itself is not enough to enhance (ε) which has been believed to be a smoking gun signature for its existence: the reason odd-frequency pairing provides such an enhancement in the F/S case is because it is out-of-phase with the singlet component. In fact, it is this scenario that has been investigated in previous works that have found that odd-frequency pairing enhances the DoS 17,18 such as superconductor/ferromagnet bilayers, which is why the effect predicted in this paper has not been discovered previously. In contrast, we have shown that the singlet and triplet Cooper pair wavefunctions can be in-phase in which case the DoS remains fully gapped even if odd-frequency is finite and strong in magnitude.
It should be noted that Eq. (6) does not imply that singlet pairing f s must be present in general for odd-frequency pairing f t to influence the DoS. For instance, it has been shown in ref. 37 that it is possible to induce pure odd-frequency pairing, without any singlet pairing, at the Fermi level ε = 0 in a normal metal/superconductor bilayer with a spin-active interface region. This may be realized by using for instance a ferromagnetic insulator as a barrier separating the two layers. In that case, the odd-frequency component gives rise to a large zero-bias conductance peak despite the absence of singlet pairing. Nevertheless, this is consistent with the present result as the − = ↑ ↓ c c 0 for that system, in which case Eq. (6) is not valid. This shows that odd-frequency pairing can in itself (without singlet pairing) enhance the low-energy DoS, but it does not necessarily do so. In particular, we have shown here that for another system with coexisting superconducting and magnetic order the DoS remains fully gapped even in the presence of strong odd-frequency correlations. Scientific RepoRts | 5:15483 | DOi: 10.1038/srep15483
Self-consistent calculations and proposal for experiment. In order to prove the existence of odd-frequency pairing in Zeeman-split superconductors, in spite of the fully suppressed DoS, we propose a simple experiment where STM/conductance measurements are performed on a bilayer consisting of a thin-film superconductor and hard ferromagnet. More specifically, the anisotropy field in the ferromagnet should be of order ~2 Tesla so that application of a weak magnetic field of a few hundred mT would not alter its orientation. The system is shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . Without any applied field, the proximity effect is efficiently suppressed in the ferromagnet due to its exchange field h F and no spectroscopic alteration should be present at the end of the F layer. When a weak magnetic field is applied, the ferromagnet remains invariant whereas the superconductor, due to its small thickness, becomes Zeeman-split. If odd-frequency pairing is now present in the superconductor, this must give rise to a long-ranged proximity effect mediated by spin-1 triplet correlations due to the fact that the applied field and the magnetization in the ferromagnet are not aligned 13 . The evidence of this would be a substantially enhanced DoS at the Fermi level in the ferromagnet, even at its end since the spin-1 triplets may propagate over distances ~100 nm or more.
To determine if this is the case, we have solved the full Usadel equation 36 for the S/F bilayer numerically without any assumptions of a weak proximity effect. Thus, we are now considering a proximity effect system between a Zeeman-split superconductor and a ferromagnet. Importantly, we have done so in a self-consistent manner as is required due to the small thickness of both the superconducting and ferromagnetic region, thus taking into account the spatial profile of the superconducting gap and the pair-breaking effect of the interface (parameters used for the numerical simulation are shown in the figure caption). The equation system that needs to be solved in order to achieve this is conveniently expressed using the so-called Ricatti-parametrization 38 which was worked out in the diffusive regime described by the Usadel equation in ref. 39 , where the Green's function is written in terms of two 2 × 2 spin matrices γ and γ : whereas at the interface between them we use the Kupriyanov-Lukichev boundary condition 40 ζ
Here, , g S F is the Green's function in the S and F region, respectively, L j is the width of region j while ζ = / R R j B j with R B being the barrier resistance and R j the resistance of region j. Finally, the above equations need to be solved together with the self-consistency equation for the superconducting order parameter:
Here, ĝ K is the Keldysh part of the Green's function, ρ is a 4 × 4 matrix that projects out the singlet anomalous Green's function component in ĝ K , while N and V denote the DoS at the Fermi level in the normal-state of the superconductor and the net attractive interaction between the electrons This can be done in an iterative fashion, where one starts with an initial guess for the superconducting order parameter, solves the Usadel equations, compute a new profile for Δ , and so on until self-consistency is achieved (meaning that the solutions do not change more than some specified tolerance value). In our simulations, the tolerance was set to 10 −4 (corresponding to ~0.1% of the bulk gap) with a weak coupling constant NV = 0.2 and self-consistency was typically achieved after 7-8 iterations.
The results are shown in Fig. 2 for the cases of no applied field and fields inducing an exchange splitting of = . ∆ h 0 2 S 0 and = . ∆ h 0 4 S 0 , respectively. As predicted, a zero-energy peak emerges at non-zero field whereas the DoS is completely flat without it. An advantage of our setup compared to other proximity structures that have been studied is that the zero-energy peak is large even when the ferromagnet has a strong exchange field ∆  h F 0 [we have chosen /∆ = h 10 F 0 for Fig. 2 ], a property which usually renders the DoS almost completely featureless. This makes the effect we predict clearly discernable, whereas previous experiments that have looked for zero-energy alterations of the DoS in S/F bilayers have obtained changes of order 1% of the normal-state DoS 19, 20 . Another advantage is that the effect can be turned on and off with a weak magnetic field, since our setup does not require any change of the magnetization direction in the ferromagnet which can be more difficult to achieve if a considerable magnetic anisotropy must be overcome.
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Discussion
The mixing of conventional singlet and odd-frequency triplet superconductivity in the presence of a magnetic field has been noted before 41 , whereas our manuscript is concerned with how odd-frequency pairing is manifested in experimentally accessible quantities. We have shown that a fully gapped DoS in a superconductor/ferromagnet system does not rule out odd-frequency triplet correlations, in contrast to previous predictions on how this type of superconductivity leads to an enhancement of the low-energy density of states 17, 18 . We mention here also the controversy regarding the thermodynamic stability of an intrinsic bulk odd-frequency superconducting state which has been discussed in refs 42-44. In contrast, we have considered induced triplet pairing in a conventional s-wave superconductor which is a stable phenomenon that is well-known to exist from earlier studies of proximity structures. Our findings could have important consequences regarding experimental identification of unconventional superconducting order in a large range of different physical systems such as noncentrosymmetric superconductors and proximity-induced superconductivity in topological insulators due to the appearance of odd-frequency pairing in such a setting. In particular, we have shown that one of the usual hallmark signatures of unconventional superconducting order, the zero-bias conductance peak, can be completely absent even for strong odd-frequency pairing. It could be interesting to explore how antisymmetric spin-orbit coupling influences this, as it has very recently been shown 45, 46 that such interactions strongly influence the spectroscopic signature of triplet correlations.
